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Abstra t. Peer to Peer systems have shown to be very powerful to build
very large s ale distributed information systems. They are self organized,
and provide very high availability of the data. However, the management
of mali ious peers is a very open problem for the Peer to Peer resear h
ommunity, and building trust is a very di ult task.
In this ontext, Reputation Systems have shown to be a very good solution to build trust in Peer to Peer systems. Nevertheless, using only
the reputation value of a peer to de ide to make a transa tion is not
su ient to guarantee that it will su eed, and the use of the redibility
of re ommendation emitters does not always signi antly mitigate the
omputed reputation.
We show in this paper the importan e of the notion of risk asso iated
to the reputation value, and why a better de ision an be taken using
both, the reputation and a risk value, for a given peer. We present some
metri s based on the list of re ommendations for a peer that allow to
dete t some suspi ious behaviours that an alert the appli ation of the
presen e of a mali ious peer. The proposed metri is exible su h that an
appli ation an adapt the metri to its needs, given more or less weight
to some spe i types of behaviours.
We present some simulations to show the inuen e of mali ious behaviours of a peer over its reputation value with the evaluation of the
asso iated risk, and how our metri an dete t this kind of behaviours.
We on lude about the need to use a risk fa tor asso iated to the reputation value, and present some future works about the risk metri s.

1 Introdu tion
Building trust in Peer to Peer networks is a very di ult task, mainly be ause
of the number of peers, the high dynamism of the network, and the presen e of
mali ious peers. These hara teristi s make using a erti ation authority based
on a set of servers not a very well suited answer to this problem, as it requires
a entral administration, whi h it is not a s alable solution. Other traditional

authenti ation te hniques annot be used be ause of the ability of a peer to
hange its identity, and the need of anonymity of the peers [1℄.
In this ontext, reputation systems have shown to be a very good solution
to build trust in Peer to Peer systems [12℄, [6℄, [14℄, [9℄, [10℄. The key idea of a
reputation system is to provide a reputation value for ea h peer, whi h an be
seen as the probability for the peer to be trusted. To ompute the reputation
value the system denes a metri based on a set of re ommendations emitted
by other peers after ompleting a transa tion. When a transa tion su eeds, a
good re ommendation must be emitted, and a bad one otherwise. An appli ation
an then de ide whether or not to do a transa tion with a peer a ording to its
reputation value.
Usually, the metri of reputation systems also onsiders the redibility of
the peer whi h emits the re ommendation, as a fun tion of its reputation value
[13℄ [9℄ [6℄ or as the similarity of its past evaluations [12℄ [2℄. Nevertheless, the
reputation value is not su ient, and mali ious peers an take advantage of a
good reputation value to de eive other peers.
As the reputation value is based on the behaviour of the peers, it annot
ree t some of the strategies used by the peers to fool the reputation system.
This is why the notion of risk has been introdu ed as a omplement to the
reputation value. The risk value is used to try to dete t suspi ious behaviours
of the peers that have a good reputation and seem to be trusted.
To our knowledge, the notion of risk as presented in this paper has never
been proposed before. Only the work in the Pet [8℄ reputation system introdu es
the notion of risk in their trust model. In Pet, this is a value derived from dire t
intera tions with other peers. This is a very dierent approa h sin e it only
take into a ount a short-term behaviour [8℄, and it is fo used to dete t sudden
hanges of behaviour of the peers that the reputation value annot dete t. A
drawba k of this work is that in peer to peer networks, with millions of peers it
is not very probable that a peer had already a previous dire t intera tion with
other spe i one.
A few proposals have attempted to address the issue of mali ious atta ks to
the reputation system. Overall, reputation system are fo used on mitigating mali ious re ommendations, whi h are dete ted with the use of a redibility value.
Xiong and Liu in [12℄ onsider the problem of free riders adding to the reputation metri a ommunity ontext fa tor, whi h an be a fun tion of the feedba k
provided by the peer to the reputation system. This is a way to en ourage the
parti ipation of peers.
TrustGuard [11℄ is a framework that is fo used, as our work, on understanding
the vulnerabilities of the reputation systems and on how to minimize the ee ts of
mali ious peers. The dieren e is that TrustGuard hanges the reputation metri
to a hieve this. We believe that the reputation metri gives valuable information
itself and an be quite exible for an appli ations, but we also believe that
an appli ation needs additional information to know if the reputation value of a
peer an be trusted itself. TrustGuard [11℄ dete ts three vulnerabilities, mali ious
peers that adapt its behaviour to maximize its mali ious goals, rumors and false

re ommendations. We did not onsider in our work the last two problems be ause
they an be mitigated dire tly in the reputation metri . A solution based on a
proof of transa tion (eviden e) has been proposed in [11℄. We will see later on in
this paper that our approa h of the risk uses an analysis of the behaviour of the
peer, based on the list of re ommendations that the reputation system already
has to al ulate the reputation value.
The RQC reputation system [5℄ proposes a quality fun tion to evaluate the
trustworthiness of the reputation value. Similarly to some metri in our work,
they onsider the number of re ommendations and the varian e of the data to
ompute the quality of the reputation value. RQC sear hes the onsisten e in
the reputation value more that to dete t suspi ious atta k of mali ious peers
that take advantage of their reputation value to atta k the system.
In this paper, we propose a risk metri apable to dete t several well-known
mali ious behaviours of peers, su h that the Os illating Personality, the Random
Behaviour, and the Repeated One Shot Atta k.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Se t. 2, we briey present a
general model of a reputation system where a risk metri an be applied. Se tion
3 details a set of risk metri s to dete t several well-known mali ious behaviours
of peers. Then, experiments and results are shown in Se t. 5. Finally, on lusion
and future work are presented in Se t. 6.

2

Reputation System Model

The risk metri s presented in the next se tion are based in the idea that to
ompute the reputation value of a peer X (Re(X)) the reputation system olle ts a number of re ommendation emitted by some peers whi h already had
transa tions with X in the past.
We note Fi (X) the re ommendation emitted about a peer X of index i from
a total of m re ommendations. The value m in some systems an be onsidered
like a su ient number of re ommendations or in others as the maximal number
of re ommendations to ompute a reputation.
We suppose in the following that the reputation value is the probability for
a peer to be trusted, and that the reputation system uses re ommendations in
the range [0..1℄, with at least three dis ret values.
There are several reputation systems that follow this model [9℄, [12℄, [2℄, [13℄.
All of them ould in lude a risk metri as a omplement to the reputation value
in order to help an appli ation to de ide whether or not to make a transa tion.

3 Mali ious Behaviours and Asso iated Risk Metri s
There are several strategies that a mali ious peer an use to fool the reputation
system. None of them an be dete ted using only the reputation value of the
peer. An appli ation an then ignore a wrong behaviour of this peer. In this
se tion, we present a set of well-known mali ious behaviours for a peer, and we
propose an asso iated risk metri apable of dete ting this mali ious behaviour.

3.1

White Washers

A peer is alled a White Washer when it intentionally leaves the network and
enter again with a new identity, in order to lear its history of re ommendations. This allows the peer to fool an appli ation, appearing with a fresh good
reputation. This is mainly due to the assignment of a good reputation to new
peers entering the network (positive dis rimination) to give them a han e to
make a transa tion. Therefore, it be omes di ult to dis riminate new peers
from mali ious ones for the reputation system. The worst ase appears in the
Sybil Atta k [3℄ where a peer an have multiple identities.
In de entralized reputation systems there are no solutions to identify these
peers, but there are some ways to mitigate their impa t. The use of expensive
identiers an help to prevent a peer from trying to get several dierent identiers, due to the omputational or nan ial ost to obtain a new identier.
Giving a reputation to the resour es used in the network (i.e. les, et ...) like
in [2℄ [7℄, or giving a low reputation value to new peers an help to mitigate the
ee ts of White Washers. However, this does not en ourage new honest peers
to parti ipate to the system. The work of Friedman in [4℄ has shown that the
distrust in new peers is a so ial ost inherent to the easy hange of identity.
The problem with the reputation value is that a peer X with a number of
good re ommendations r ≪ m, will have a similar reputation value that a peer
with m good re ommendations. For example, a new peer with only one good
re ommendation will have nearly the same reputation value of a peer with m
good re ommendations.
To mitigate the ee t of White Washers, we propose the risk metri given by
(1), where r is the number of re ommendations that have been emitted about
peer X .

r
RiA (X) = 1 −
m

(1)

The result is a number in the range [0, 1], 0 means no risk, the peer has a
su ient history of re ommendations and the reputation value an be taken into
a ount without risk. On the other hand, a risk of 1 means that the reputation
value is very risky be ause there is not enough information about X , and the
omputed value is the default for new peers.
3.2

Os illating Personality

The problem of os illating personality appears be ause the reputation value is
generally an average or a weighted average of the re ommendations that have
been emitted about a peer. The result gives a global idea of the past behaviour
of the peer.
A peer whi h makes a good transa tion and a bad one in turn will have
a reputation value in the middle range, and an be seen like a peer that has
an average behaviour. However, this peer is a mali ious peer that makes good
re ommendations to balan e its bad behaviour and to ontinue appearing like

an average peer, instead of a mali ious one. It an be more interesting for an
appli ation to hoose a peer with a more regular behaviour than a very irregular
one.
We use the standard deviation of the emitted re ommendations to dete t
this kind of behaviour. The bigger is the standard deviation, the farther are the
re ommendation from the average. A value of 1 means that there is a risk of
100%, and 0 means no risk (i.e. all the re ommendations are near to the average
value).
The metri in (2) allows to dete t an os illating personality. The role of
fa tor 4 is to normalize the equation to obtain a value in [0, 1], r is the number
of re ommendations used to ompute the risk, and Fi (X) is the re ommendation
of index i about peer X .

RiB (X) = 4 ×

3.3

r
X

(Fi (X) − F (X))2

i=0

k

(2)

Random Behaviour

A peer has a random behaviour when the re ommendations emitted for this peer
are fully distributed in the range of possible re ommendations (in our ase in
the range [0..1]). A Byzantine peer an have this kind of behaviour. From the
reputation system point of view, this type of peers will have the same reputation
value than ones with a permanent regular behaviour.
This is signi antly dierent from the previous ase be ause for a random
behaviour, the standard deviation of the emitted re ommendations for this peer
will not result in a high value.
Thus, we use the entropy of the re ommendations values to dete t this type
of behaviour. The entropy is an indi ator of the level of disorder in the data.
A peer with low entropy is a peer with no disorder in the re ommendations,
whi h means that its behaviour has always been the same. A peer with a high
entropy, is a peer with re ommendations values fully dispersed in the range of
re ommendation.

RiC (X) =

l
X

pX (xj ) log2 (pX (xj ))

j=1

log2 (l)

(3)

Equation 3 shows the risk metri to dete t this kind of behaviour, where l
is the number of possible values for a re ommendation ( ardinality of the set of
dis rete re ommendation values), and pX (x1 ) is the number of re ommendation
with the value x1 for X divided by the total number of re ommendations.
For a reputation system with a ontinuous range of re ommendation values,
for example [12℄ in the range [0, 1], applying this metri requires to make the
range dis rete. An example of dis retization an be an be that the range [0, 0.2]

is assigned to pX (x1 ), that is, all the values in that range ounts to ompute the
probability pX (x1 ).
The denominator of (3) is a normalization fa tor. The result is in the range
[0, 1]. The numerator represents the maximal possible entropy with all the values
equally dispersed in the l possible ategories of the re ommendation values.
3.4

Repeated One Shot Atta k

A One Shot Atta k o urs when a peer, whi h is apparently a good one, makes
sparse bad transa tions. As most of the transa tions of the peer are good ones,
the bad transa tions do not make signi ant hanges to the overall reputation of
the peer that will be a good reputation. This is absolutely impossible to dete t
for an appli ation, using only the reputation value.
In the reputation system proposed in [9℄, a behaviour like the one illustrated
in Fig. 1 gives a reputation value of 0.8 ( onsidering equal redibility values for
all the evaluators). This value does not show that this peer is a mali ious peer
whi h has a mali ious behaviour every 3 transa tions.
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Example repeated one time atta k

The risk metri we propose to dete t the Repeated One Shot Atta k is based
on the analysis of the dieren e among onse utive re ommendation values for a
peer. The atta k is only possible if the re ommendations are learly partitioned
into two groups, with good and bad re ommendations (there is no average re ommendation), and if there are only sparse bad ones. In this ase, the risk metri
propose in (4) gives an evaluation of the risk, and 0 otherwise.
Only when there are more stable and good re ommendations than bad ones
there is a possibility of this atta k, for this reason (5) gives 0 risk otherwise.

A re ommendation value will be onsidered suspi ious if the dieren e between
itself and the previous transa tion is bigger than a value D, that depends on the
range of the re ommendation values. A value of D equal or bigger to 0, 5 would
be a adapted dieren e in a re ommendation value range of [0, 1]. In (5) r is the
number of re ommendation the system has about X .
J(X, i) =

RiD =

4












r
X

1
if
|Fi (X) − Fi−1 (X)| < D
0 oherwise

(4)

J(i, X)

i=1

r
X

if



r−
J(i, X)



i=1


0
otherwise

Pr

i=1

J(i, X) <

r
2

(5)

Global Metri

We have presented a set of risk metri s to help an appli ation in the de ision
pro ess to make a transa tion with a given peer. A global risk an be omputed a ording to the appli ations needs. The fa tors alpha, beta, gamma and
delta allow the appli ation to give more weight to ea h term a ording to its
requirement. Equation 6 gives the global risk omputation.
RiGlobal (X) =

αRiA (X) + βRiB (X) + γRiC (X) + δRiD (X)
α+β+γ+δ

(6)

The sum of all fa tors is used to maintain the result within the range [0..1].
To de ide whether or not making a transa tion with a given peer X , an
appli ation has two indi ators, the reputation Re(X) of peer X , and the global
risk value RiGlobal (X) asso iated to X . The use of the reputation value and the
risk value ompletely depends on the appli ation needs.
The reputation value of a peer with a low risk means that the reputation
value ee tively ree ts the past behaviour of the peer. A high risk means that
the reputation value does not ne essarily ree ts the past behaviour of the peer,
and making a transa tion with this peer may be hazardous. Nevertheless, a high
risk does not means that the peer is a mali ious one, it is only a high probability,
and the transa tion may su eed.
For ompleteness, it is worth to mention that there are two other types of
mali ious behaviours that were not onsidered in this work: milking personality
and false re ommendations. The reason is be ause they an be easily dete ted
during the reputation value al ulation.
Milking personality is the strategy of a peer that builds a good reputation
value and after some time starts having a bad behaviour. As its reputation value

is high, the peer an de eive other peers until its reputation value will fall. To
dete t this behaviour the metri for the reputation value an add a fading fa tor,
whi h gives more weight to the latest re ommendations. False re ommendations
are the re ommendations emitted by mali ious peers about other peers, but they
do not ree t the peer's behaviour during the transa tion. The system an use
a redibility value to dete t this behaviour.
In the next se tion, we present some simulation results to show the e ien y
of our metri .

5 Results and Analysis
The experiments have been done in order to quantify the e ien y of the risk
metri s front of the orrespondent atta k. All of them have been done using the
reputation system proposed in [9℄. This reputation system uses a list of the last
m re ommendations emitted about a peer to ompute its reputation value. In
the experiments the size of the re ommendation list has been set to m = 16,
be ause this value has shown to be the best hoi e for this reputation system
(See [9℄).
In all the experiments, the total number of peers is 100, 000, whi h make
approximately 100 transa tions ea h. The results are averaged every 200, 000
transa tions. For ea h transa tion, a peer A randomly hooses a peer B in the
network to make the transa tion. To de ide whether or not to make the transa tion the risk and reputation value are aggregated using (7). This value is used as
a threshold to probabilisti ally de ide to a ept or deny the transa tion. The key
idea in (7) is to in rease or de rease the threshold a ording to the reputation
and risk values.

T ht (B) =



 If

If


If

0.75 < Ret (B) ≤ 1
0.25 ≤ Ret (B) ≤ 0.75
Ret (B) ≤ 0.25



Ret (B) × 1 − Rit2(B)
(7)
Ret (B) × (1 − Rit (B))
Ret (B) × (1 + 2 × Rit (B))

The rst experiment is about White Washers. 20% of peers in the system are
White Washers. They make mali ious transa tions and when their reputation
value drops down to 0.05 they leave the system and join again with a lean new
identity.
Figure 2 shows the a epted transa tions to white washer in the reputation
system with the risk metri and without it. Mali ious transa tions de rease in
more than a 40%.
In this ase, the risk metri ae ts the new honest peers in the system, but
as they ontinue to do honest transa tions to obtain good re ommendations, the
risk value rapidly falls to 0 and stops ae ting the transa tions between these
peers. Figure 3 shows the evolution on the risk value for honest peers and for the
mali ious ones. The results represents the average of the risk of the set of peers.
We see in this graphi that the risk for the honest peers goes down as they make
more transa tions in the system.
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The se ond type of behaviour to analyze is the os illating personality. In this
experiment we have onsidered mali ious peers that make a good and a bad
transa tion in turn to ontinue with a regular reputation value. The results are
showed in Fig. 4. The a epted mali ious transa tion drop in more than 80%
whi h shows that our metri is very e ient to dete t this type of behaviour. In
this ase, honest peers are minimally ae ted by the risk metri sin e they usually
make good re ommendations. Moreover, the number of false re ommendations
is not su ient to get a high risk.
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The results for the analysis of the metri presented for the random behaviour
are presented in Fig. 5. This gure shows that without the risk metri , 20% of the
mali ious peers make 1500 bad transa tions. Using the risk metri based on the
entropy, the number of mali ious transa tions falls under 250, whi h represents
an improvement of more than 80%.
The last experiments analyze the behaviour of the metri in front of the
Repeated One Shot Atta k. The parameter D have been set to 0.5 whi h is
half of the total range. In this ase, we have onsidered mali ious peers that
repeatedly make 3 good transa tions and then a bad one. The results are shown
in Fig. 6.
This metri avoids making around 40% of mali ious transa tions. Honest
peers are only ae ted by this metri if there are false re ommendations in the
system. If there is a high per entage of lying peers, the metri ould think this
is a Repeated One Shot Atta k. This really depends on how long is the list of
re ommendations onsidered in the risk and reputation omputation
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Con lusion

This works introdu es the on ept of risk metri in reputation systems to omplement the reputation value and to dete t some suspi ious behaviour ignored by
the reputation value. We have presented four risk metri s based on the analysis
of the list of re ommendation the reputation system has about a given peer.
The experiments have shown very good results in the dete tion of the atta ks
and a lear fall in the number of mali ious transa tion made by peers with wrong
behaviour (up to an 80%). The risk that has been proposed helps to trust the
reputation value itself, preventing an appli ation from making very hazardous
transa tions.
Further eorts have to be made to dete t other kinds of atta ks to reputations
systems. We espe ially think about the dete tion of White Washers whi h is a
di ult task for reputation systems.
Further work also onsists in reating risk metri s for other types of reputation system, like the ones based on transitive reputation. Another pending issue
is to test dierent aggregation s hemes for the risk and the reputation value,
depending on the requirements of the appli ation.
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